
USE OF SOCIAL
MEDIA IN EUROPE



I think that it can be dangerous,
because someone can steal your
information or pictures and then
he can put them on the net. For
example someone takes a photo
about himself, and if a person
sees that photo, then he can
upload on the network without
your permission.

I think that is a very easy
way to talk to those
people that are far away
from you, I mean, In my
case I have some
relatives living in a
different city, and now
that we can’t move out
from here, we can do
meetings to talk.

PROS CONS

PRIVATE LIFE AND WELL BEING (Spain)



-Someone can use your pictures for
fake accounts
-It can be bad for your health when
you stay online all day-Friendships
could be ruined because people do
not pay attention to other
-You could be bullied by others-You
can get addicted
-You may think badly about a friend
when he or she doesn't answer
directly even through he/she had a
sincere reason

-You can talk to your friends without
going out 
-You can find new friends-You can
date people online
-You stay updated-We can chat and
get into contact with people all over
the world, especially when our
friends are far away
-You can share funny things, your
memories and pictures
-You can meet people from other
countries and chat with them

PRIVATE LIFE AND WELL BEING (Germany)

PROS CONS



PRIVATE LIFE AND WELL BEING

PROS CONS

(Poland)

-you can see your friends and talk to
them by facecam

-you can meet people from around the
world

-you can date people on dating sites
-you can post stuff you want 

-you can express yourself

-you can get bulied 
-someone can make fun of you

-you can get hacked
-someone can make fake

accounts 
-you can get addicted to social

media 
-it could be bad for your health

(eyes for example)



-It allows people to keep
chatting and have contacts
during the quarantines for
example
 -You can talk and see family
members who are far from
home
-It is enjoyable to talk with
your friends or to look at what
you want during your free
time

-Social Media are really
addictive and can make you
loose too much time
-The cyberharassment can
ruin a life
-Friendships can be fragilised
only because a friend don't
answer you or behave badly
on social medias
-Everything that you say or
post can be remembered
which can be used against
you (Cyberharassment, job ...)

PRIVATE LIFE AND WELL BEING (France)

PROS CONS



Sometimes when you have a
timetable to send homeworks
and when you don’t have
connection or Wifi you cannot
send properly the homeworks
or in the middle of the exam
you can lose time if you have to
start again.And in this case, in
the future, maybe it could be a
problem if we are not able to
do things as we want and could
be a waste of time.

FOR EDUCATION/SCHOOL

PROS CONS

(Spain)

You don’t need so much
materials since you have
digital books and apps in one
device. Here for example we
use classroom or drive to
send most of the homeworks
and sometimes to do some
exams, and it is faster. And in
the future we won’t have to
carry anything else than the
computer.



FOR EDUCATION/SCHOOL

PROS CONS

(Germany)

-YOU CAN GET INFORMATION
AND LEARN ABOUT NEW
THINGS
-YOU CAN ORGANISE YOUR
WORK AND EXCHANGE
INFORMATION WITH YOUR
TEACHER OR CLASSMATES
-YOU CAN USE IT FOR
DISTANCE LEARNING
-YOU CAN FORM STUDY
GROUPS
 

-There can be technical
problems
-You can come across fake news
and it´s hard to distinguish
between fake or not
- You can lose your
concentration
You are less focused
-No genuine face to face
interaction
-No social or personal contact 



Online education is pretty
good because we can meet
easier on lesson it means if we
are probably sick don't have to
move our homes. Another
good thing is a simpler way to
send homeworks because
sometimes the application
sends notifucation about it. 
 

Someone can hack our accounts
and stole our work or enter
lesson. Also big problem is in
internet connection in can be
unstable. School frienships they
can fall apart . In the future can
have problems with
comunication except social
media because we can't socialize
normally.

FOR EDUCATION/SCHOOL

PROS CONS

(Poland)



You can use social media to have
access to homeworks easily, you can
contact your teachers or classmates,
you have access to all the informations
you need in case of, you only need to
have a computer and nothing else.
Some people just find easier or are
more comfortable with the use of a
computer or any electronic device, and
it can increase their learningship.

You can have technical problems,
like your Wi-Fi, your computer not
working, etc. You can also get distract
by all  the notifications and messages
from your social media. You can learn
wrong things (fake news).
Also, for some people, not being in
a face-to-face relation and only in
front of your computer can be
problematic
and the perso could feel anxious and
struggling to learn like in regular class

FOR EDUCATION/SCHOOL

PROS CONS

(France)



It can be dangerous because if
one day when you are a
teenage, if you did something
bad in the past, it will be saved
forever and it can be a problem
to apply for a job. And then you
can be talking with someone
that you think you know
him/she and then it is just an
identity theft. So we must be
careful of what use we give to
them

We can take information from
them and then use it to get
ideas for what I want to do in
the future. And for the future
you could be able to search
for some information without
any effort, only surfing the
internet and you will get any
kind of information from
different pages.

IMPACT ON OUR FUTURE AND USE OF THEM

PROS CONS
(Spain)



IMPACT ON OUR FUTURE AND USE OF THEM

PROS CONS
(Germany)

-If your start something meaningful
on social media your future
employer will see it and may be
impressed
-Positive digital reputation you can
display your competence in new
technologies
-Self-improvement in the use of
new technologies 

-Your future boss could see what
you have posted on the internet
when you were young
- Other coworkers may bully you
because of your previous post
- Even when you changed our
attitude towards certain things,
people won´t believe you
 



We can learn a lot of useful
information from social media,
we can meet different people
who can help us with
something and we can develop
our abilities.We can contact
with our friends by not moving
from our homes and we can
also easily search some
informations we need so we
can learn faster.

We have to be careful with this
what we sharing in social
media, because in future our
employer can check this and
we may not get a job. Someone
can make fun of pictures you
send on social media and you
need to be careful about who
are you contacting with, it could
be an old man for example, you
never know.

IMPACT ON OUR FUTURE AND USE OF THEM

PROS CONS
(Poland)



PROS
I think social media will help us
because we are in a world of
travelling and moving, so to keep
in contact with our close family
and friends. It will also be
beneficial to study and avoid
meetings which need hours of
plane. It’s a simple solution for
many problems and globally very
accessible. Though, you can also
earn a living through social
media.

CONS
However we have to be careful,
because it can be dangerous,
fake information can be told. It
can also be negative for your
future career, because your
employer may ‘discover’ your
social media and if you have
anything which is frowned upon
you could be reprobate.

IMPACT ON OUR FUTURE AND USE OF THEM
(France)



No we aren´t so different because we all
use the same social media platforms ,

even if there might be slight differences
and we all have the same problems and

worries about it  

Conclusion - are we so different?   

.......no we aren't !   


